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About This Game

This is an engrossing educational game with vivid EGA/VGA graphics and support for Adlib and Sound Blaster. Using the Duke
Nukem graphical system, Word Rescue has state-of-the-art dual-screen scrolling graphics similar to what's seen on the Super

Nintendo and Sega Genesis home gaming systems. Even "grown-ups" will like Word Rescue!

Play as either a girl or a boy. Visit amazing locations on your word-finding adventure, as you hunt for missing words. Dark
caves, rocky cliffs, deserts, happy towns, haunted houses, funny factories and creepy dungeons are just some of the places you'll

explore.

Features

Progress Through Play: Educational software that's fun to play and designed for a range of players of all ages!

A World of Words: Three unique multi-level adventures, with 330 words to rescue.

Everybody's Included: Choose whether to play a girl or a boy character.

Comprehensive Learning: Learn reading, spelling, word meanings, and logic-solving.

Save Your Progress: Save and restore your progress and use the built-in help and high score list.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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Bermuda is a game for 3$ lasts about hour and half. It's really nicely put together game that's fully voiced with somewhat stealth
sections in middle of each dialogue. The stealth part can be random at times but really easy. I really enjoy my time with the
game and would reccomend it to anyone. One of the most fun video games to come out Steam Greenlight, and incredibly easy to
get into. Flying airships into battle, shooting cannons, boarding ships by jumping hundreds of feet across open sky, it has
everything a good game should. Get it.. This game is not polished, but if you enjoy micromanagement then you'll love this game,
since your party has a tendency of doing whatever they want unless you repeatedly click away. The game does provide a
challenge with decent tactical gameplay. The story seems bleh, character development is hardly a thing, leveling feels solid but I
can't tell how much the stats and abilities upgrade\/matter. I think you get what you pay for with this game.. Excellent horror
game with great story line that is easy to follow along with.

Gives some good spooks and puts you on edge at some moments.

Highly recommended if you want a cheap and good scare.. Eh this game is a joke to be honest. Looks like and plays like some
middle schoolers project from 1998. Of course the devs aren't just moderating, but also giving themselves max level
characters/kit. Install it. Laugh at the clunky controls, the awkward combat, MSpaint UI and complete lack of tutorial. Then
uninstall it and ponder what the hell you're doing with your life.. Damn these tentacles!. Great game if it was 2002, but not
worth the electricity it cost for me to download. Especially not worth $5. No money system, just a level system, and the
"reviews" customers give you when you get them to their destination seems random. I delivered a passenger safely and they
asked if I got my license in a box of cereal. Irritated, I took another fare and did everything I could to break my car. No damage
physics, and the customer told me (after over a dozen collisions) that I was a taxi driving pro. Thanks for stroking my ego..
What a fun quirky little RPG-Adventure. This is a light-hearted, fun to play, coherent little RPG that stands the test of time by
it's narrative. Recommended.
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Cute and fun. I like the duck.. The appeal of Halloween Forever appears limited, being released on Halloween and being themed
after the holiday itself. The stylistic choices disguise a masterfully-crafted platformer, however. The art style appears simple,
but is amazingly detailed. It\u2019s difficult, but not too difficult. It\u2019s short, but the wealth of secrets and optional
characters (all with different playstyles) will keep you coming back for more. Like the best NES platformers, Halloween
Forever offers a really fun challenge that never overstays its welcome.. Great for Co-op; pick up during a 50% off sale and it is
well worth the price. Though be sure to read up some of the guides on the community, as they will provide some insight you
may not be told in the tutorial.. Played the "zero g"map, the enemies base is down. it really works...
10\/10 would enders game again. Pros:
The storyline is nice.
Different modes during the game ex. travel mode is like a board game.
Characters can learn different skills

Cons:
The gameplay is a bit weak.
Clipping and camera angles make take away from your ability to fully immurse yourself in the game. It makes the game
unplayable at times.
These are from personal preference:
Your party maxes out at 4 members in fight mode.
Your characters have a level cap of 10.
Only 1 equipment slot.
Character progression skills are extremely limited.. I played the original game on mobile and I loved it. I was excited when I saw
the new installment coming out on steam.

The version is much faster paced, and is not your typical RPG build your character type as the original. Throughout the
dungeons you collect the spirits of other adventurers and take on their power and abilities...the game depends on your ability to
switch between these classes dependent on the situation. I defenitely recommend a controller, boss fights would be practically
impossible without one. Quite challenging and tons of fun.

Biggest downsides for me are the frame rate... certain floors it runs smoothly and I get to the next floor and everything turns to
slo mo. The frame drop is insane, Im not sure if its my laptop or the game. There are also no checkpoints or save locations. If
there are then I have not hit them yet (Floor 2-5). The startover is a little frustrating, especially when it takes so long to get to
where I am due to the horrible lagging and framerate.

Overall a fun game. I honestly cannot put alot of time in it though until the lag gets fixed whether its the game or my laptop.
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